
Lightning Fast End-to-End eDiscovery SaaS

Key Benefits
Managed Secure Cloud Delivery

Onboard clients, cases, and 
users without waiting
License only what you need, 
when you need it
Highly available, secure and 
fully managed cloud-scale 
infrastructure

Lightning Fast Processing
Up to 10x faster processing 
(up to 10 TB/day)
Simultaneously process 
multiple media and job types
Reorder jobs with no data 
loss or rework

AI-Powered Review
Powerful alternative to high 
cost review-only solutions
Auto-collection for tiered 
reviews
Native redaction, email 
thread view and mobile data 
visualization
TAR/CAL reduce data to be 
reviewed up to 90%

Interactive Analytics
Actionable insights with 
dashboards
Sample data for strategic 
data analysis or quality 
checks
Visualize email gaps and 
communication patterns

Venio Cloud, an end-to-end eDiscovery SaaS (Software-as-a-Service), 
enables legal and investigative teams to turn millions of documents 
across virtually any media type or file format into meaningful 
information that’s most relevant to your case.

With its cloud-native design, enterprise-level security, lightning fast 
processing, AI-powered technology assisted review (TAR/CAL), and deep 
analytics, Venio Cloud is the fastest and most secure technology for all 
your eDiscovery needs, from Ingestion-to-Production. Because it’s built 
on Amazon Web Services (AWS) and is fully managed by us, you no 
longer have to deal with the complexities of provisioning and deploying 
servers, networks, or storage. This makes your team several times more 
productive as they can focus on more value added activities rather than 
tedious and manual tasks like upgrading applications and applying 
security patches.

Venio Cloud has enterprise grade security built into the eDiscovery 
platform that provides an additional layer of safety over the legendary 
security features and processes in AWS to give you the peace of mind 
that your data is stored safely behind firewalls and multi-layered security 
protocols.

Onboard new clients and cases within minutes and get up to 10x faster 
results and 10x higher ROI without having to manage expensive 
infrastructure, people, or licenses!
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Venio Cloud
PRODUCT BRIEF

Key Features

Fully Managed, Secure Cloud Delivery
Focus on your business, add new clients and cases of any size and 
complexity, and deliver value to your customers without worrying about 
the security, availability, and performance of your eDiscovery platform. 
Venio’s team maintains the Venio Cloud eDiscovery software and secure 
cloud-scale infrastructure, so you can service your customers while leaving 
tedious tasks like managing servers, staff, and storage to us. License only 
what you need, when you need it, benefiting from Venio’s economies of 
scale for lower  cost.

With Venio Cloud’s built-in two-factor authentication, highly granular user rights management, encrypted 
passwords and other sensitive information, VPN-controlled access, and data transfers secured by SSL, you can 
rest easy knowing that your customer’s data is fully secured while being highly available.

 10x Faster
Processing

Lightning Fast Processing
Process up to 10 TB of data per day with Venio Cloud and scale to process 
petabytes of data across thousands of cases and users. With the platform’s 
ability to simultaneously process multiple media, custodians, and job 
types, handle hundreds of types of data, and intelligent error handling, 
your team can handle more cases leading to higher team productivity. 
Reorder or pause processing jobs with no data loss or rework, so juggling 
ever-changing priorities won’t cause missed deadlines.

AI-Powered Assisted Review
Venio Cloud includes native, full-featured, self-learning, and easy to use 
review capability for linear and batched review, as well as TAR and CAL. As 
reviewers begin reviewing, our machine learning engine reduces case data 
by up to 90% to surface what matters most in your case or  investigation.

Email thread views easily identify missing or deleted email content while 
our social network diagram provides a broad visualization of 
communications with the ability to drill down into individual 
conversations. Auto-collection enables tiered reviews and logical tagging 
makes legal review teams more productive and efficient.

AI-Powered
Assisted
Review

Secure 
Cloud-Scale 

Infrastructure

Highly Automated Operations
Get up to 10x higher team productivity by cutting time spent on tedious tasks, such as new case creation, tag 
and coding setup, review set generation, imports, exports and production. Customizable and automated 
workflows enabled by out-of-the-box wizards and templates ensure consistent and efficient processes from 
ingestion through production. This automation and guided workflows also leads to predictable quality and 
outcomes every time no matter who performs the task. 
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Interactive Analytics
Venio Cloud analytics dramatically 
reduce costs both by decreasing the 
amount of data moved into review 
and providing additional tools for 
reviewers. 

Gain immediate insights and enable 
rapid ECA and culling through 
interactive, customizable widgets and 
layouts. Sample data to ensure your 
collection is complete and strategies 
are working. Visualize the flow of email 
communications and merge duplicate 
email addresses before drilling into 
the details. Identify key custodians or 
actors, potential alias email 
addresses, and time gaps by using our 
interactive Timeline and Social 
Network Diagram, a spider web view 
of interconnected email nodes. 


